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Various parts of a forest 
 

Sophie Finlay 

          

1)  Mossy web 

 

moss wools into cloud 

 

collecting  with soft clotted stalks  

draws water into each cell —  

             

its glow is all reflection  like the moon 

an internal light   swollen with vapour 

 

in heavy moisture 

chambers collapse 

 flooded and loosened  

 

re-walled,  moss spreads again 

over stretched stone 

 

or creeps       deeper into shadow of root 

 

wanting the cool folds where it can  

glint and cling  to a black floor 

 

dark covering of cloud  / dark covering of moss 

 

pulsing with inner moons and watery light 

a memory of ocean   in the dark wet of trees 
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2)  Symbiont layers 

 
lichen offers a bed and waits  

tiny pores for algal breath 

host of petals entwine 

filaments with lace 

 

like the mitochondria 

algae understands partnership 

burrows the mesh 

of waving hyphae 

 

if I were stone 

it would cover my sleeping face 

encrust eyelids 

and fasten me to shadow 

strands in my skin — leafless  

measuring ages 

 

 

3)  Gumnuts  

 

borne in opposite pairs 

           held      by axils 

capsules swell, anthers fall 

 

cap lifted, I peer into an intricate box 

         pulling at latches, tricks and levers 

     ever smaller, into a starred core 

 

 

deeper to the chaff and seeds — 

the ovoid particles 
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mechanisms         held in a nest   

       of tiny beaks — open, open 

        split in long veins  

  

to this place of oxygen and soil 

 

 

4)  Secret paths 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

It feels so remembered / all of these walks, I know them. 

River threads and white chalk like schemas / and I knew 

there were other, secret paths the maps did not show — 

paths that penetrate, thin and crowded. I'm afraid of 

snakes. If I enter, I could be swallowed by a tendon of 

frantic bush, taken along its will, the grey sky layered in 

stratum. My muted wrists bleed twigs / and    from    my    

body         spills        the         heart         of        a        fern. 
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Weedy seadragons (the deep attachments to home) 
 

Sophie Finlay 

          

in the cool of the ocean shallows, above beds of seaweed      

a male and female seadragon perform a kind of underwater ballet 

  

the male and female copy one another’s movements, brush  

their bodies together, then pull away as their eyes revolve like a chameleon’s  

 

weedy forms protrude from their bodies, resemble  

the bulbous shapes of kelp fronds. stem-like noses covered in white spots  

the attitude of the head, the curved stripes, patches of yellow brilliance  

 

the female transfers her eggs to the male. he carries the brood in his dark  

weedy tail and in the summer, the baby dragons hatch—their translucent bodies emerge  

 

born into countless fields of golden kelp and broad waving sea-fronds  

some weeds cascade green over rocky depths, some wind into dark pillars  

 

the babies stay close to home, comfortable with the familiar habitats 

of their own inshore reefs. their slender, reddish bodies move slowly  

living off tiny crustaceans and zooplankton, which they take into toothless mouths  

 

to this shifting, murky ecosystem, tropical species swim south  

voracious and mouthed—invade the forests, invade the protective shadows  

 

scores of black spines gather at the base of rock and feed— 

strip kelp, a pink surface bare and patched like burnt skin  

(a) straggly line of kelp 

(a) psychic semblance disturbed  

(a) barren— 

(a) species’ boundaries dissolve 
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              Sophie Finlay, Sketch of weedy seadragon: ink and acrylic on paper.  
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